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Examples:

Cars are vulnerable to wireless hacking

Dan Kaufman (DARPA)
[http://www.cbsnews.com/news/car-hacked-on-60-minutes/]

Rocking Drones with Intentional 

Sound Noise on Gyro Sensors  

[Syssec Lab, KAIST  USENIX Security 2015]



Why do we need secure estimation?

 Cyber-physical systems consider physical systems controlled by cyber components 

(i.e., communication)

 Many applications: Power networks, manufacturing processes, air and ground 

transportation systems

 Previous work:

 Attacker’s point of view: [Kosut 2012] [Kwon 2013] [Liu 2011] [Teixeira 2010]

 Robust control and filtering methods:

[Zhou 1998] [Kwon 2013] [Pasqualetti 2011] [Manandhar 2014]

 Game theory: 

[Roy 2010] [Gupta 2010] [Schwartz 2011][Manshaei 2013] [Gueye 2012][Fei 2013][Amin 2013]
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Secure Estimation and Control for CPSs under 

Adversarial Attacks
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Secure Estimation and Control for CPSs under 

Adversarial Attacks

 Physical process modeled as a linear dynamic system:

where some sensors are attacked ( ei (t) ≠ 0 ).

 Assumptions:

 ei (t) can be arbitrary (no stochastic model, no boundedness, etc.)

 Set of attacked sensors are fixed

 Existence of Decoder 

[e(0) | e(1) | e(2) | e(3)] =

0 0 0 0

* * * *

0 0 0 0

* * * *
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In this talk,

 Set of attacked nodes can change over time

 Example

 Scenarios:

 Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) Attack in communication with a Remote Control 

Center or in UAV Formation

 GPS Spoofing
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Contributions

 Set of attacked nodes can change over time:

 Showed secure estimation problem in this case is equivalent to classical error 

correction problem

 Provided practical method to guarantee existence of accurate decoder

 Proposed to combine our secure estimator with KF to improve practical 

performance

 Simulations of UAVs under adversarial  attack



Overview: Compressive Sensing [Candès, Romberg, Tao; 

Donoho]

 Signal x is K-sparse

 Replace samples with few linear projections b = Ax:

 Reconstruction/decoding:  given b = Ax, find x (L1 optimization)

b A        x

[Lemma] If the sparsest solution has and M ≥ 2K and all subsets

of 2K columns of A are full rank, then the solution is unique.



Overview: Error Correction [Candès and Tao]

 Wish to transmit n blocks of information x reliably

 Encode by sending a code word Cx where C (m × n matrix) is a coding matrix (m ≥ n)

 Assume a fraction of the entries of Cx are corrupted  y = Cx + e 
 Corruption is arbitrary

 We do not know which entries are corrupted

 We do not know how the corrupted entries are affected

 Question:

 Is it possible to recover the signal x exactly from the corrupted code word?

 Answer: 

 Choose C with random orthonormal columns, then decoding is exact with very 

high probability



Secure Estimation via Error Correction

 Solution:

 Classical error correction (LP decoding)

 Challenge:

 To ensure accurate decoding, coding matrix C must satisfy Restricted Isometry

Properties (RIP)

 Standard solution: construct C with i.i.d sampled entries

 In our problem: coding matrix constrained to specific structure

 Questions:

 What is the connection with Secure Estimation with Fixed Attacked Nodes?

 Can we provide a more practical way to guarantee the existence of accurate 

decoder?



Conditions for Existence of Decoder

 Fixed attacked nodes [H. Fawzi 2014]:

 Attacked nodes can change over time:



Optimal Decoder Design

 Optimal decoder design:

 Each row of C is not identically zero

 The closed-loop system matrix A has n distinct non-zero eigenvalues

 For all vi such that Avi = λivi , |supp(Cvi)| > 2q.

[Proposition] Assume that rank(Φ) = n, the pair (Ao, B) is controllable, and 

the closed-loop matrix A(= Ao + BG)  has n  distinct non-zero eigenvalues. 

Then, the condition for secure estimation of q-errors when the set of attacked 

nodes is fixed is the same as the condition for when the set of attacked 

nodes can change over time. 



Numerical Example

Proper design of 

state feedback gain

Higher success rate 

Smaller mean error



UAV under Adversarial Attack

 Quadrotor dynamics:

 States:

 Controls:



Example 1: MITM Attack in Communication

 Setting

 Target UAV uses full state feedback

 Target UAV sends its position over communication link to a Remote Control 

Center (RCC) or another UAV in a formation

 Communication link attacked, position information corrupted

 Goal

 RCC or another UAV to correctly estimate target UAV’s trajectory
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Example 1: MITM Attack in Communication

Estimated trajectory
True trajectory

Initial position
Final position



Example 2: GPS Spoofing

 Setting

Measurement feedback

 Position measurements from GPS signal

GPS signal corrupted

 Goal

 UAV to follow planned trajectory
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Example 2: GPS Spoofing

Estimated trajectory
True trajectory

Initial position
Final position



Conclusion

 Secure estimation for CPS under adversarial attacks 

 Attack signal:

 Set of attack nodes can change from time to time

 Arbitrary, does not follow any model

 Proposed secure estimator:

 Via error correction tools

 Computationally efficient 

Outperforms standard KF

 Proposed a practical way to ensure accurate decoding

 Proposed to combine secure estimator with KF for better practical performance

 Simulated UAVs  under adversarial attacks

MITM attack

GPS spoofing



Backup slides



• Previous work [Fawzi et al., 2014]:

• Classical Error Correction (T=1): 

Connection between Secure Estimation and Error (T=1)



• We consider a quadrotor with the following dynamics

UAV under Adversarial Attack



Measurement 

noise

Process noise

Attack signal

UAV under Adversarial Attack

• Quadrotor dynamics:



Estimated 

attack signal
True

attack signal
Estimation 

error

Example 2: GPS Spoofing


